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                     Abstract
Colonialism ruptures mnemocultures through new modes of knowledge production and representation. These new modes displace the embodied and performative practices of recitation and privilege archival accumulation of documented pasts. This chapter shows how a 17th century Telugu poet, Vemana, was turned into an archival object and projected as an underclass rebel. How this colonial legacy continues to dominate readings of Vemana is analyzed in this chapter.
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              In the sphere of ideas, there is hardly yet any realization that we can think effectively only when we think in terms of the indigenous ideas that pulsate in the life and mind of the masses. We condemn the caste system of our country, but we ignore the fact that we who have received Western education constitute a caste more exclusive and intolerant than any of the traditional castes.

              Bhattacharya (1984, p. 393)
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                     Notes
	1.Abbe Dubois was a French missionary who spent several years in India in the early decades of the 18th century. What is claimed to be his work, Hindu Manners, Customs and Ceremonies (Dubois 1906/2001), has subsequently been proved to be a plagiarized work from another French missionary. Brown himself was aware of the dubious nature of Dubois’ work. Cf. Schmitthenner (2001, footnote 46, 47, p. 82).


	2.This structure of hierarchy with antagonistic categories in European accounts of India finds its basis in post-Renaissance Christian religious conflicts, argues S.N. Balagangadhara. While European search for religion in India emerges from Europe’s theologically derived cultural formation, its accounts of “caste system” gets mapped out as a conflict between Catholics (read Brahmins) and Protestants (read the “lower-castes”). Instead of quarrelling about the veracity of such descriptions, Balagangadhara argues, an unravelling of the nature of these accounts gives us possibilities of understanding the culture and its internalized presuppositions which drive it to provide such explanatory accounts about other cultures (which do not build explanatory narratives about the world or reality). Emerging from a systemic and normative cultural background, European accounts aimed at systematizing caste (“caste system”, like Hinduism, is a product of Europe, argues Balagangadhara). Such European descriptions (turning the other into frames of the same) generated a “colonial consciousness” from which postcolonial intellectuals are yet to free themselves, contends Balagangadhara. One symptomatic instance of this consciousness is the continued stigmatization of caste as oppressive evil (Balagangadhara 2012).


	3.Schmitthenner’s own opinion about Vemana, however, simply continues the account projected by Dubois and Brown. Schmitthenner’s statement that Vemana had been an intellectual spokesperson for “‘un-clean’ non-Brahmins … and had consequently been in his opposition to Brahminical religion and authority”, is a declaration which shows neither any engagement with Vemana’s work nor with what is preposterously maintained in Indological and South Asian studies as “Brahminical Religion”. Schmitthenner simply carries on the received wisdom. Schmitthenner (2001, p. 75).


	4.All translations from this Telugu work are mine.


	5.
                    Mata should not to be confused with religion. Before the spread of colonial consciousness it invariably referred to a reflective-ritual position, such as Shankaramata, Madhvamata, Kapaalikamata etc.


	6.As can be seen, by Rallapalli’s time the national-cultural term Hindu, a term without historical or reflective depth and without any provenance in Sanskrit traditions, gets internalized. He never turns to inquire what is Hindu about advaita or even Vemana. Colonial consciousness as a reactive formation already takes root here.


	7.In the light of our earlier discussions about the literary and literary inquiries, this conception clearly shows the epistemic rupture. Rallapalli’s conception is already touched by the (British) Romantic ideas of poetry.


	8.Given that this chapter aims at a risking mnemotextual response, any available anthology (not a “critical edition”) can be used to cite Vemana’s verses. Among the various anthologies used here, the one from which verses are cited largely is Vemana Padya Ratnakaramu (Vemana 1976/2005, p. 669).


	9.Although this observation is made available in a marginal footnote of Rallapalli’s work, in his main text he freely indulges in this citational or grafting activity. But, instead of thematizing the larger implications of these allusive, elliptical citational features of Vemana’s compositions, Rallapalli offers a functional justification of his activity. It is only for convenience’s sake that he has done the cutting and pasting of poetic lines, says Rallapalli (1928/1945, p. 44): “kavuna atlu anukulamu koraku marchabadinadi”.


	10.In his anxiety to fix their contextual provenance, Gopi tries to pursue the ideological binary between the pandit and the peasant and in the process fails to listen to the larger epistemic questioning that Vemana’s verses initiate.


	11.Among various compositions that reiterate the work and limits of the indriyas and the composition of the body in the Sanskrit reflective traditions, cf. Samkhyakarika by Isvarakrishna (1996).


	12.I have also used C.P. Brown’s collection for citing poems (Brown 1839/1992, p. 8).


	13.The term jnana seems to be the Sanskrit cognate of the English “knowledge”—though none of the major dictionaries extends their etymological sources of this word beyond the usual Middle or Old English origins (cnawan). But this Old English term can, perhaps, be traced back on its Indo-European chain to the Greek gno, as in gignoskein, and to the Sanskrit jna.


	14.Incidentally, there is no need to emphasize the fact and principle of freedom that Vemana appeals to here—as in the case of other experiential terms (such as jnana
                        , para
                        , guna, etc.); they emerge entirely in the idiom of the epistemic learning of Sanskrit reflective traditions, which Vemana invokes and disseminates in his verses.


	15.Here, the obvious reference is to Derrida’s reading of Abrahamic religions in his essay “Faith and Knowledge” (Derrida 1996).
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